Abstract-Bug prediction is aimed at supporting developers in the identification of code artifacts more likely to be defective. Researchers have proposed prediction models to identify bug prone methods and provided promising evidence that it is possible to operate at this level of granularity. Particularly, models based on a mixture of product and process metrics, used as independent variables, led to the best results.
I. INTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen a remarkable involvement of software artifacts in our daily life [1] . Reacting to the frenzied demands of the market, most software systems nowadays grow fast introducing new and complex functionalities [38] . While having more capabilities in a software system can bring important benefits, there is the risk that this fast-paced evolution leads to a degradation in the maintainability of the system [69] , with potentially dangerous consequences [6] .
Maintaining an evolving software structure becomes more complex over time [48] . Since time and manpower are typically limited, software projects must strategically manage their resources to deal with this increasing complexity. To assist this problem, researchers have been conducting several studies on how to advise and optimize the limited project resources. One broadly investigated idea, known as bug prediction [32] , consists in determining non-trivial areas of systems subjected to a higher quantity of bugs, to assign them more resources.
Researchers have introduced and evaluated a variety of bug prediction models based on the evolution [34] (e.g., number of changes), the anatomy [7] (e.g., lines of code, complexity), and the socio-technicals aspects (e.g., contribution organization) of software projects and artifacts [21] . These models have been evaluated individually or heterogeneously combining different projects [73] , [87] , [91] .
Even though several proposed approaches achieved remarkable prediction performance [57] , the practical relevance of bug prediction research has been largely criticized as not capable of addressing a real developer's need [77] , [49] , [47] . One of the criticisms regards the granularity at which bugs are found; in fact, most of the presented models predict bugs at a coarse-grained level, such as modules or files. This granularity is deemed not informative enough for practitioners, because files and modules can be arbitrarily large, thus requiring a significant amount of files to be examined [29] . In addition, considering that large classes tend to be more bug-prone [42] , [65] , the effort required to identify the defective part is even more substantial [7] , [30] , [62] .
Menzies et al. [53] and Tosun et al. [86] introduced the first investigations exploring a finer granularity: function-level. Successively, Giger et al. [29] and Hata et al. [35] delved into finer granularity investigating the method-level bug prediction. Giger et al. found that product and process metrics contribute to the identification of buggy methods and their combination achieves promising performance [29] . Hata et al. found that method-level bug prediction saves more effort than both filelevel and package-level prediction [35] .
In this paper, we replicate the investigations on bug prediction at method-level, focusing on the study by Giger et al. [29] . We use the same features and classifiers as the reference work, but on a different dataset to test the generalizability of their findings. Then we reflect on the evaluation strategy and propose a more realistic one. That is, instead of both taking change history and predicted bugs from the same time frame and of using cross-validation, we estimate the performance using data from subsequent releases (as done by the most recent studies, but at a coarser granularity [72] ).
Our results-computed on different systems/timeframes than the reference work-corroborate the generalizability of the performance of the proposed method-level models, when estimated using the previous evaluation strategy. However, when evaluated with a release-by-release strategy, all the estimated models present lower performance, close to that of a random classifier. As a consequence, even though we could replicate the reference work, we found that its realistic evaluation leads to negative results. This suggests that methodlevel bug prediction is still not a solved problem and the research community has the chance to devote more effort in devising more effective models that better assist software engineers in practice.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
Bug prediction has been extensively studied by our research community in the last decade [32] . Researchers have investigated what makes source code more bug-prone (e.g., [3] , [4] , [18] , [8] , [12] , [42] , [64] , [65] , [66] , [75] , [71] ), and have proposed several unsupervised (e.g., [20] , [58] , [90] ) as well as supervised (e.g., [11] , [22] , [39] , [67] , [92] ) bug prediction techniques. More recently, researchers have started investigating the concept of just-in-time bug prediction, which has been proposed with the aim of providing developers with recommendations at commit-level (e.g., [43] , [40] , [78] , [27] , [89] , [52] , [37] ).
Our current paper focuses on investigating how well supervised approaches can identify bug-prone methods. For this reason, we firstly describe related work on predicting bugprone classes, then we detail the earlier work on predicting bug-prone methods and how our work investigates its limitations and re-evaluates it.
A. Class-level Bug Prediction
The approaches in this category differ from each other mainly for the underlying prediction algorithm and for the considered features, i.e., product metrics (e.g., lines of code) and/or process metrics (e.g., number of changes to a class).
Product metrics. Basili et al. [7] found that five of the CK metrics [15] can help determining buggy classes and that Coupling Between Objects (CBO) is that mostly related to bugs. These results were later re-confirmed [30] , [41] , [80] .
Ohisson et al. [61] focused on design metrics (e.g., 'number of nodes') to identify bug-prone modules, revealing the applicability of such metrics for the identification of buggy modules. Nagappan and Ball [55] exploited two static analysis tools to predict the pre-release bug density for Windows Server, showing good performance. Nagappan et al. [56] experimented with code metrics for predicting buggy components across five Microsoft projects, finding that there is no single universally best metric. Zimmerman et al. [92] investigated complexity metrics for bug prediction reporting a positive correlation between code complexity and bugs. Finally, Nikora et al. [59] showed that measurements of a system's structural evolution (e.g., 'number of executable statements') can serve as bug predictors.
Process metrics. Graves et al. [85] experimented both product and process metrics for bug prediction, finding that product metrics are poor predictors of bugs. Khoshgoftaar et al. [81] assessed the role of debug churns (i.e., the number of lines of code changed to fix bugs) in an empirical study, showing that modules having a large number of debug churns are likely to be defective.
To further investigate the role played by product and process metrics, Moser et al. [54] , [74] performed two comparative studies, which highlighted the superiority of process metrics in predicting buggy code components. Later on, D'Ambros et al. [19] performed an extensive comparison of bug prediction approaches relying on both the sources of information, finding that no technique works better in all contexts. A complementary approach is the use of developer-related factors for bug prediction. For example, Hassan investigated a technique based on the entropy of code changes by developers [34] , reporting that it has better performance than models based on code components changes. Ostrand et al. [9] , [63] proposed the use of the number of developers who modified a code component as a bug-proneness predictor: however, the performance of the resulting model was poorly improved with respect to existing models. Finally, Di Nucci et al. [21] defined a bug prediction model based on a mixture of code, process, and developer-based metrics outperforming the performance of existing models.
Despite the aforementioned promising results, developers consider class/module level bug prediction too coarse-grained for practical usage [77] . Hence, the need for a more finegrained prediction, such as method-level. This target adjustment does not negate the value of the preceding work but calls for a re-evaluation of the effectiveness of the proposed methods and, possibly, a work of adaptation.
B. Method-level Bug Prediction
So far, only Giger et al. [29] and Hata et al. [35] independently and almost contemporaneously targeted the prediction of bugs at method-level. Overall they defined a set of metrics (Hata et al. mostly process metrics, while Giger et al. also considered product metrics) and evaluated their bug prediction capabilities. Giger et al. found that both product and process metrics contribute to the identification of buggy methods and their combination achieves promising performance (i.e., FMeasure=86%) [29] . Hata et al. found that using method-level bug prediction one saves more effort (measured in number of LOC to be analyzed) than both file-level and package-level prediction [35] . The data collection approach used by both sets of researchers is very similar, here we detail that used by Giger et al. [29] , as an exemplification.
To produce the dataset used in their evaluation, Giger et al. conducted the following steps [29] : they (1) took a large time frame in the history of 22 Java OSS systems, (2) considered the methods present at the end of the time frame, (3) computed product metrics for each method at the end of the time frame, (4) computed process metrics (e.g., number of changes) for each method throughout the time frame, and (5) counted the number of bugs for each method throughout the time frame, relying on bug fixing commits. Finally, they used 10-fold cross-validation [44] to evaluate three models (only process metrics, only product metrics, and both combined), considering the presence/absence of bug(s) in a method as the dependent binary variable.
In the work presented in this paper, we replicate the same methodology of Giger et al. and Hata et al. on an overlapping sets of projects to see whether we are able to reach similar results for other contexts. For simplicity and because the methodological details are more extensive, we follow more closely the case of Giger et al. [29] .
III. RESEARCH GOAL AND SUBJECTS
This section defines the goal of our empirical study in terms of research questions and the subject systems we consider.
A. Research Questions
The first goal in our study is to replicate bug-prediction work at method level, by using the research method employed by Giger et al. [29] on a partially overlapping set of software systems in different moments in time, with the purpose of understanding the extent to which their results are actually generalizable. This leads to our first research question:
RQ1. How effective are existing method-level bug prediction approaches when tested on new systems/timespans?
While replicating the methodology proposed by Giger et al. [29] , we found some limitations with the validation approach that they followed to assess the effectiveness of the prediction methods. In fact, although reasonable for an initial validation, the type of validation followed by Giger et al. has the following limitations: (1) it uses 10-fold cross-validation, which is at the risk of producing biased estimates in certain circumstances [84] , (2) product metrics are considered only at the end of the time frame (while bugs are found within the time frame), (3) the number of changes and the number of bugs were both considered in the same time frame (this timeinsensitive validation strategy may have led to biased results).
In the second part of our study we try to overcome the aforementioned limitations by re-evaluating the performance using data from subsequent releases (i.e., a release-by-release validation). Release-by-release validation better models a realcase scenario where a prediction model is updated as soon as new information is available. Our expectation is that the performance is going to be weaker in this setting, but we hope still promising. This leads to our second research question:
RQ2. How effective are existing method-level bug prediction models when validated with a release-by-release validation strategy? B. Subject Systems
The context of our work consists of the 13 software systems whose characteristics are reported in Table I . For each system, the table reports its size (in KLOCs), number of contributors, releases, methods, and number of buggy methods over the entire change history, and number of buggy methods contained in its last release. In particular, we focus on systems implemented in Java (i.e., one of the most popular programming languages [23] ), since the metrics previously used/defined by both Giger et al. [29] and Hata et al. [35] mainly target this programming language. In addition, we choose projects whose source code is publicly available (i.e., open-source software projects) and are developed using GIT as version control system, in order to enable the extraction of product and process metrics. Hence, starting from the list of open-source projects available on GITHUB, 1 we randomly selected 13 systems that have a change history composed of at least 1, 000 commits and more than 5, 000 methods. Our dataset is numerically smaller than the one by Giger et al., but comprises larger systems composed of a much larger number of both methods (1.8M vs 112,058) and bugs (63,400 vs 23,762); this allows us to test the effectiveness of method-level bug prediction on software systems of a different kind of size.
IV. RQ1 -REPLICATING METHOD-LEVEL BUG PREDICTION
The work regarding RQ1 aims at replicating the study conducted by Giger et al. [29] on a different set of systems and time spans and relies on the method-level bug prediction technique.
A. RQ1 -Research Method
To answer our first research question, we (i) build a methodlevel bug prediction model using the same features as Giger et al. [29] and (ii) evaluate its performance applying it to our projects. To this aim, we follow a set of methodological steps such as (i) creation of an oracle reporting buggy methods in each of the projects considered, i.e., the dependent variable to predict (ii) definition of the independent variables, i.e., the metrics on which the model relies on, (iii) testing of the performance of different machine learning algorithms, and (iv) definition of the validation methodology to test the performance of the model.
Extraction of Buggy Data. For each system we need to detect the buggy methods contained at the end of the time frame, i.e., in the last release R last , to do so we use a methodology in line with that followed by Giger et al. [29] . Given the tagged issues available in the issue tracking systems (i.e., BUGZILLA or JIRA) of the subject systems, we firstly use RELINK [88] to identify links between issues and commits. RELINK considers several constraints, i.e., (i) a match exists between the committer and the contributor who created the issue in the issue tracking system, (ii) the time interval between the commit and the last comment posted by the same contributor in the issue tracker is less than seven days, and (iii) the cosine similarity between the commit note and the last comment referred above, computed using the Vector Space Model (VSM) [5] , is greater than 0.7. Afterwards, we consider as buggy all the methods actually changed in the buggy commits detected by RELINK and referring to the time period between the R last−1 and R last , i.e., the ones introduced during the final time frame. We filtered out test cases, which might be modified with the production code, but might not directly be implicated in a bug.
Independent variables. As for the metrics to characterize source code methods, we compute the set of 9 product and 15 process features defined by Giger et al. [29] . [7] , [15] , [19] , [61] . Giger et al. [29] proposed the use of the metrics reported in Table II . The features cover different method characteristics, e.g., number of parameters or McCabe's cyclomatic complexity [51] . We re-implement all of the metrics due to the lack of available tools.
• Process Metrics: According to previous literature [74] , [81] , process features effectively complement the capabilities of product predictors for bug prediction. For this reason, Giger et al. [29] relied on the change-based metrics described in Table III and that widely characterize the life of source code methods, e.g., by considering how many statements were added over time or the number of developers that touched the method. Also in this case, we re-implement the proposed process metrics defined at method-level by Giger et al. [29] .
Similarly to Giger et al. [29] , in the context of RQ1, we build three different method-level bug prediction models relying on (i) only product metrics, (ii) only process metrics, and (ii) both product and process metrics.
Training Data Preprocessing. Once we have the dataset containing (i) product and process metrics (i.e., the independent variables) and (ii) buggy methods (i.e., the dependent variable), we start the method-level bug prediction process. As first step, we take into account two common problems that may affect machine learning algorithms, namely (i) data unbalance [14] and (ii) multi-collinearity [60] .
The former represents a frequent issue in bug prediction occurring when the number of instances that refer to buggy resources (in our case, source code methods) is drastically smaller than the number of non-buggy instances. We address this problem by applying the RANDOM OVER-SAMPLING algorithm [13] implemented as a supervised filter in the WEKA toolkit. 2 The filter re-weights the instances in the dataset to give them the same total weight for each class maintaining unchanged the total sum of weights across all instances.
The second problem comes from the use of multiple metrics. These independent variables may have a high correlation causing collinearity that negatively impacts the performance of bug prediction models [24] . To cope with this problem, we preprocess our dataset filtering out the unwanted features. Specifically, we apply the Correlation-based Feature Selection [31] algorithm implemented as a filter in the WEKA toolkit: It evaluates the worth of a subset of attributes by considering the individual predictive ability of each feature along with their degree of redundancy.
Machine Learner. Once preprocessed the training data, we need to select a classifier that leverages the independent variables to predict buggy methods [26] . Evaluation Strategy. The final step to answer RQ1 consists of the validation of the prediction models. As done in the reference work, we adopt the 10-fold cross-validation strategy [44] , [82] . This strategy randomly partitions the original set of data into 10 equal sized subset. Of the 10 subsets, one is retained as test set, while the remaining 9 are used as training set. The cross-validation is then repeated 10 times, allowing each of the 10 subsets to be the test set exactly once.
Evaluation Metrics. Once we had run the experimented models over the considered systems, we measure their performance using the same metrics proposed by Giger et al. [29] to allow for comparison: precision and recall [5] . Precision is defined as precision = |T P | |T P +F P | where T P (True Positives) are methods that are correctly retrieved by a prediction model and F P (False Positives) are methods that are wrongly classified by a prediction model. Recall is defined as recall = |T P | |T P +F N| , where F N (False Negatives) are methods that are not retrieved by a prediction model (i.e., buggy methods misclassified as non-buggy by a model). We also compute F-Measure [5] , which combines precision and recall in a single metric: F − M easure = 2· P recision·Recall P recision+Recall . In addition to the aforementioned metrics, we also compute the Area Under the Receiver Operation Characteristic curve (AUC-ROC) [33] . In fact, the classification chosen by the machine learning algorithms is based on a threshold (e.g., all the method whose predicted value is above the threshold 0.5 are classified as buggy), which can greatly affect the overall results [84] ; precision and recall alone are not able to capture this aspect. ROC plots the true positive rates against the false positive rates for all possible thresholds between 0 and 1; the diagonal represents the expected performance of a random classifier. AUC computes the area below the ROC and allows us to have a comprehensive measure for comparing different ROCs: An area of 1 represents a perfect classifier (all the defective methods are recognized without any error), whereas for a random classifier an area close 0.5 is expected (since the ROC for a random classifier tends to the diagonal).
B. RQ1 -Results
Table IV reports the median precision, recall, F-measure, and AUC-ROC achieved by models based on (i) only product, (ii) only process, and (iii) both product and process features when using different classifiers. A detailed report of the performance achieved by the single classifiers over all the considered systems is available in our online appendix [70] . Overall, the obtained results are in line with those by Giger et al., yet we achieve values that are 10 percentage points lower on average.
The model based on product metrics achieves the lowest results. For instance, the overall precision is 0.71, meaning that a software engineer using this model has to needlessly analyze almost 39% of the recommendations it outputs. This result is in line with the findings provided by Giger et al., who already showed that the model only trained on product metrics offers generally lower performance.
Secondly, our results confirm that process metrics are stronger indicator of bug-proneness of source code methods (overall F-Measure=0.80). Also in this case, this finding is in line with the previous results achieved by the research community that report the superiority of process metrics with respect to product ones [72] , [74] . Our results also confirm another finding by Giger et al. : The combination of product and process metrics does not improve dramatically the prediction capabilities: Results are-at most-two points percentage higher than the model with process metrics only. We find this surprising, since both set of metrics have values in the prediction and we expected that the use of these orthogonal predictors would improve the overall performance of the approach.
As for the different classifiers experimented, Support Vector Machines gives the worst results; likely, this is due to the extreme sensitivity of the classifier to the configuration [16] . In fact, as shown in previous research [16] , [36] , the use of the default configuration might lead to significantly worsen the overall performance of the machine learner. Future studies could be setup and conducted to investigate the impact of the configuration on SVM for method-level bug prediction.
Other classifiers provide more stable results. Random Forest and J48 obtain the best prediction accuracy considering all the evaluation metrics. The differences are particularly evident when considering the AUC-ROC values, which are 36% and 29% higher than VSM, respectively. Our results confirm what was reported by Giger et al. on the capabilities of Random Forest, and more in general on the performance of this classifier in the context of bug prediction [22] , [50] .
To test the statistical significance of the results discussed so far, we compared the AUC-ROC values of the experimented models over the different systems using the Scott-Knott Effect Size Difference (ESD) test [83] , which is effect-size aware variant of the Scott-Knott test [76] that is recommended in case of comparisons of multiple models over multiple datasets [83] . As a result, process-based models built using Random Forest and J48 are considered statistically better than productbased ones, while they work similarly to the combined ones. Detailed statistical results are in our online appendix [70] . Figure 1 shows an exemplification of the history of a system and how the training and testing are done in the approach by Giger et al. (named '10-fold overall evaluation' in the figure and depicted using red lines and text) and in the one we propose in this work (named 'release-by-release' and depicted in blue). The system in Figure 1 has four methods (i.e., M a , M b , M c , M d ) that were changed several times throughout the history of the system. The changes sometimes were related to a bug (i.e., the method was involved in a bug fix; purple dot), sometimes not (i.e., green dot); for example method M a was changed four times, two of which involving a bug fix. This system had at least three releases (i.e., R x throughout R x+1 ).
The approach applied by Giger et al. collects all the available information until the 'data collection point', then marks a method as 'buggy' whenever the method was involved in a bug fix (hence it was buggy before the bugfix) in the entire history of the system. Then, each method would be considered as an instance to classify, where the independent variable is whether the method was marked as 'buggy' or not. In this case, the validation would be done "vertically": 10-fold cross validation ensures that the classifier is trained on a subset of methods (e.g., M a , M b , M c in Figure 1 ) that is different from that used for the testing (e.g., M d ).
The limitation of this approach is that it uses dependent variables (such as most of the process metrics, including 'number of changes') (1) whose value could not be known at prediction time in a real-world scenario (i.e., one would try to predict bugs that still have to occur, not that already happened) and that (2) seem to be highly correlated to the independent variable (for each bug fix there has to be a change). Moreover, there are moments in which the methods were not buggy, but if they have been buggy at least once in the lifetime of the system, they are considered as buggy.
Although reasonable for an initial validation, the approach followed by Giger et al. may lead to unrealistic results. For this reason, we propose a release-by-release strategy, similar to one adopted by Kpodjedo et al. [45] . We train and test "horizontally" instead of "vertically": We assume to be in the moment of a release (e.g., R x+1 in Figure 1 ) and we train on all the information available from the previous release to this moment (e.g., from R x ); in this case the independent variable is whether or not a method has been buggy during the considered release. Then, we consider the next release (e.g., R x+2 ) and try to predict which methods will be buggy in the course of the development of this release; yet, we do not consider any information available from the current release to the next, because this would not be available in real life. With this strategy we answer RQ2.
An addition to the release-by-release strategy would be to consider the SZZ algorithm [79] and consider as buggy only the methods in which a bug was introduced before the release (regardless of when the fix happened). We decided not to follow this path for three reasons: (1) SZZ could give information that is not available at prediction time (e.g., when the bug fix happens after the considered release, but the bug inducing commit happens before the release), (2) SZZ has been proven to be not reliable [17] , and (3) we want to reduce at a minimum the differences from the work of Giger et al. we are replicating, so that the obtained results are not due to unconsidered causes.
VI. RQ2 -RE-EVALUATING METHOD-LEVEL BUG PREDICTION
Our RQ2 seeks to evaluate the performance of method-level bug prediction models in a more realistic setting.
A. RQ2 -Methodology
To answer RQ2, we need to (i) extract all the releases of the considered projects, (ii) identify the buggy methods occurring in each of them, and (iii) build the three bug prediction models considered in the context of RQ1.
Extraction of The Major Releases. The first step to test the performance of method-level bug prediction models consists in the identification of the major releases of the considered systems. To this purpose, we automatically extract them from the list of releases declared on the GITHUB repository of the subject systems. To discriminate major releases from the others we rely on a heuristic based on naming conventions: if the version name ends with the patterns 0 or 0.0 (e.g., versions 3.0 or 3.0.0), then a major release is identified. We manually verified the performance of this heuristic on one of the subject systems: We verified that all the major releases of LUCENE-SOLR were correctly caught, thus quantifying the actual performance of this approach.
Extraction of Buggy Data. Differently from what we have done in RQ1, in this research question we need to extract the buggy data for all the considered releases. For each release pair ri − 1 and r i , we (i) run RELINK and (ii) consider as buggy all the methods actually changed in the buggy commits detected by RELINK and referring to the time frame between ri − 1 and r i . We filtered out test cases.
Bug Prediction Models: Setup. As done for RQ1, we test the performance of three bug prediction models, i.e., the ones relying on (i) product metrics only, (ii) process metrics only, and (ii) both product and process metrics, built using the same set of machine learning approaches, i.e., Random Forest, Support Vector Machine, Bayesian Network, and J48. Also in this case, the training data is preprocessed to avoid (i) data unbalance and (ii) multicollinearity by using the same set of techniques previously exploited, i.e., Random Over-Sampling algorithm [13] and Correlation-based Feature Selection [31] , respectively.
Bug Prediction Models: Validation. As a final step to answer the second research question, we test the performance of the prediction models by applying an inter-release validation procedure, i.e., we trained the prediction models using the release r i−1 and tested it on r i . This technique implies that the first release of each system could not be used as testing set as well as the last release could not be used as training. To measure the accuracy of such models, we computed the same set of metrics previously exploited, i.e., precision, recall, FMeasure, and AUC-ROC.
B. RQ2 -Results
Table V reports the median precision, recall, F-measure, and AUC-ROC achieved by models based on (i) only product, (ii) only process, and (iii) both product and process metrics when using different classifiers and the release-by-release strategy. For sake of space limitation, we report the results aggregated using the median operator, however, detailed reports are available in our appendix [70] .
The performance achieved by all the prediction models experimented is significantly lower than those found in the replication presented in RQ1. We observe a limited decrease between the highest/lowest values and overall in each of the subject systems in our dataset.
In this evaluation scenario, the use of code metrics as predictors only slightly improves the capabilities of methodlevel bug prediction models. This is in contrast with past literature reporting the superiority of process metrics for bug prediction [72] , [74] . We hypothesize that this result may be caused both by the different granularity of the experimented models and by the different validation strategy with respect to the one used in RQ1. In particular, while the historical information computed at class-level could better characterize the complexity of the development process followed by developers while implementing changes in an entire class [34] , it is reasonable to think that the bugginess of source code methods may be better expressed by the methods' current code quality. An additional possible cause that refutes the observation of previous studies [72] , [74] comes from the irregular distribution of the length of the time frames for the considered releases. In our analyzed projects, these intervals stretch between a few months to a couple of years and the distribution of the releases is strictly correlated to the needs and the approach adopted by developers in a given historical moment. The higher prediction capabilities of code metrics are confirmed also when looking at other indicators, i.e., precision, recall, AUC-ROC. Moreover, this result holds for all the classifiers considered.
Finally, we observe that the performance of different classifiers is similar and there is no clear winner. To some extent, this result confirms previous findings in the field [28] , [68] showing that different classifiers achieve similar performance. This result potentially highlights the possibility to further study the orthogonality of classifiers for method-level bug prediction with the aim of exploiting ensemble methodologies [22] , [50] .
Result 2: All the experimented method-level bug prediction models resulted in dramatically lower performance (up to 20 points percentage less in terms of AUC-ROC) when evaluated with the more realistic release-by-release evaluation strategy, instead of 10-fold cross validation. The achieved AUC-ROC scores achieved by all the models, regardless of the machine learning approach, are close to the results that a random classifier would provide.
VII. THREATS TO VALIDITY
In this section, we describe the factors that might have affected the validity of our empirical study.
Threats to Construct Validity. A first factor influencing the relationship between theory and observation is related to the dataset exploited. In our study, we rely on the same methodology previously adopted by Giger et al. [29] to build our own repository of buggy methods, i.e., we first retrieve bugfixing commits using the textual-based technique proposed by Fisher et al. [25] and then consider as buggy the methods changed in that commits. To understand possible imprecisions and/or incompleteness of the data used in this study, we manually validate a statistically significant sample of 275 buggy methods detected on the LUCENE-SOLR system. Such a set represents a 95% statistically significant stratified sample with a 5% confidence interval of the 962 total buggy methods detected in the last release of the project. The validation was conducted by the first two authors of this paper. Based on (i) the description of the bug reported on the issue tracker system, (ii) the source code of a method detected as buggy in a commit c i , and (iii) the list of modifications to the method between c i and its predecessor c i−1 (extracted using the diff unix command), each author checked independently whether the changes applied between the two revisions might have actually introduced the bug reported on the issue tracker. After the first round, the two inspectors started a discussion on the independent classifications made to reach consensus. The level of agreement between the inspectors is computed using the krippendorff's α [46] , finding it to be 0.84, which is higher than the 0.80 used as standard reference score [2] . As for the accuracy of the linking methodology, we found that it correctly captured the bugginess of 85% of methods. Thus, at the end of this process we can claim that the oracle built is accurate enough for our purposes.
A threat to the validity of our replication is that we had to re-implement the product and process metrics used to build the experimented models, due to the lack of a publicly available tool. When re-implementing such metrics we faithfully followed the descriptions by Giger et al. [29] .
Although we test the performance of the models using the same machine learning classifiers used by Giger et al. [29] to closely replicate their study, the use of different classifiers may produce different results. A more detailed analysis of the impact of other classifiers on our results is part of our future agenda. A complete overview of this analysis is available in our online appendix [70] . Moreover, all the tested classifiers use the default parameters, since finding the best configurations would have been too expensive [10] .
Threats to Conclusion Validity. To ensure that the results would not have been biased by confounding effects such as data unbalance [14] or multi-collinearity [24] , we adopt formal procedures aimed at (i) over-sampling the training sets [14] and (ii) removing non-relevant independent variables through feature selection [31] .
Threats to External Validity. This category refers to the generalizability of our findings. While in the context of this work we analyze software projects having different size and scope, we limit our focus to Java systems because some of the tools exploited to compute the independent and dependent variables mainly target this programming language. Thus, the generalizability with respect to systems written in different languages as well as to projects belonging to industrial environments is limited.
VIII. CONCLUSION
We replicated previous work [29] on method-level bug prediction. We first re-implement the models and evaluate them with the same strategy applied by the reference work, yet on different systems/timespans to test its generalizability, finding aligned results. However, a deep analysis of the evaluation strategy revealed some of its limitations, which we address proposing a to use a release-by-release evaluation strategy. The method-level bug prediction models, when tested with the latter strategy, achieve far lower performance, similar to that of a random classifier. As such, current strategies for methodlevel bug prediction seem to require further investigation.
The main contributions made by this work are: 1) A re-evaluation on different systems/timespans of method-level bug prediction models. The results confirm previous findings in the field [29] . 2) An empirical analysis of how the performance of existing method-level bug prediction models change when applied in a more realistic, release-by-release scenario. Our results provide evidence that current method-level bug prediction models are not able to dramatically outperform a random classifier; hence we reveal the need for further research on this area. 3) An online appendix [70] that reports the dataset and all the additional analyses performed in the work described in this paper. Based on the results achieved so far, our future agenda includes (i) the replication of our study on a larger set of systems along with a study aimed to measure the capabilities of ensemble methods [22] , [50] and (ii) the investigation of novel features for improving method-level defect prediction.
